
PART#: 75109-399
MFG: CADILLAC
MODELS & YEARS:
Seville STS 1998-2003 (No '04)
Seville SLS 1998-2004

MOUNTING LOCATION:
Right side of radio

 TOOLS REQUIRED:
9/32 nut driver
Hook tool
#2 Phillips screwdriver
3/32 drill bit and drill
Marking pen
Clean shop rag

HARDWARE INCLUDED:
(3) Needle point screws #8x9/16 [3A]
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CELL PHONE & MEDIA MOUNT

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

* *  ADVISEMENT  * *
Read instructions completely prior to
starting installation. All InDash Mounts
are designed so that after installation,
phone is facing normal driver position
for left-hand drive vehicles. This mount
is not designed to be used in foreign
countries with right-hand drive vehicles.
Use extreme care when working around
the plastic components on the dash.
Excess force, can cause breakage of the
plastic components.

There may be recent updates to this Instruction Sheet, please visit our website or contact PanaVise Products, Inc. for the latest revision as well as for the most
complete up-to-date PanaVise InDash Applications List:  7540 Colbert Dr., Reno, NV, Phone: 800.759.7535, 775.850.2900, Fax: 800.395.8002, www.panavise.com

© 2002 PanaVise Products, Inc.

STEP #1 Apply the emergency brake and turn ignition on, DO NOT START the vehicle, shift into neutral.
Remove the bezel that surrounds the shifter panel.  This bezel has the ashtray integrated into it.  Start
removing the bezel with the hook tool; insert it between the rear right corner of the bezel and the side
of the console.  Pull straight up to release a clip.  Repeat on the left side of the bezel to release a second
clip. Release (2) more clips, (1) on each side of the shifter panel.  Once all (4) clips have been released,
pull the bezel straight up just enough to be able to pull the bezel toward the back to release from the
front and to clear the ashtray out of its cavity.  Once the bezel is clear disconnect the wires and set bezel
aside.

STEP #2 Using the 9/32 nut driver remove (2) screws located below the climate control.  The (2) screws hold
a bracket that holds the radio and climate control together.  Set screws aside.  Above the radio is a trim
bezel; remove this trim piece by inserting the hook tool on the sides of the trim piece and pull to release
and remove.  Set it aside.  Remove (1) screw on the center of the cavity that holds the top side of bracket
that holds the radio and climate control.  Set screw aside.  Place a clean shop rag over the console in
front of the shifter to avoid scratches on the console.  With both hands grab the radio/climate control
module, pull out and set over the console.  DO NOT disconnect the wires to the radio/climate control
module.

STEP #3 Inside the cavity on the right side is a small flat plastic surface.  Place the InDash Mount against the flat
surface with the bottom edge of the InDash Mount about 1/2 inch up from the bottom corner of the flat
surface.  Mark the (3) holes of the InDash Mount, remove the Mount and drill (3) 3/32 pilot holes.  Place
the InDash Mount over the pilot holes and install the (3) screws provided.

STEP #4 Place the Radio/climate control module back into position and install the (3) screws that secured it in
place.  Install the trim bezel above the Radio, reconnect the wires to the ashtray bezel and install it back
into place.

INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETE.  ENJOY YOUR NEW PANAVISE INDASH MOUNT.


